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Mystery Solved! 
Egyptian Pyramids Aligned with the Stars 

 
“. . . an exploration of an ancient pattern that has been 
sitting under our noses. Bauval has based his theory on 
proper science and practical observation . . . exactly the 
same attraction as . . . The Da Vinci Code. . . ancient 
secrets uncovered as a large scale puzzle, all the more 
exciting because this is for real.”          Popular Science 

      
San Francisco, CA (Aug. 20, 2008) –– Why did the ancients align their monuments so precisely 
with the stars? And, what were the practical and symbolic reasons behind these mysterious 
configurations? From the author of The Orion Mystery, the book that introduced the 
revolutionary star-correlation theory about the Giza pyramids, a new title, The Egypt Code, 
reveals an amazing Grand Unified Plan behind the legendary temples of Upper Egypt. 
 
By Robert Bauval, one of the world’s most prominent and controversial independent Egyptology 
researchers, The Egypt Code is the next title in the series started by The Orion Mystery and The 
Message of the Sphinx, completing the investigation of astronomy as related to Egyptian 
monuments and related religious texts. The book revisits the Pyramid Age and the Old Kingdom, 
revealing a vast sky-ground correlation for the Memphite-Heliopolis region, and presenting the 
possibility of a grand plan spanning 3,000 years of pharaonic civilization involving pyramids and 
major temple sites along the Nile.  
 
The central idea of the book is that the cosmic order, which the ancients referred to as "Maat," 
was comprised of the observable cycles of the sun and stars, in particular the star Sirius, and that 
the changes that took place due to the precession of the equinoxes and the so-called Sothic Cycle 
are reflected in the orientation and location of religious sites.   
      
 
Bauval is the award-winning author of:  

The Orion Mystery    Secret Chamber 
Talisman: Sacred Cities, Secret Faith   The Mars Mystery 
The Message of the Sphinx      
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Born in Egypt, and having lived there and elsewhere in the Middle East for much of his life, 
Bauval has published several papers linking the pyramids with astronomy, and his findings have 
been presented at the British Museum. 
 
 

“Bauval unveils a landscape lost for thousands of years and provides us . . .with 
the key that unlocks ancient Egypt. (His) genius is to see what no one has seen 
before.”     Graham Hancock 
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